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Merry Christmas and Happy New Year 
from Teresa Dunn, Nathan Smithey, and all 
of us on the CLASSMATE stoff! Photo by 
Janet Schwenke. 
editors notes ... 
Editor-in-Chief 
Janet Schwenke 
I om one of those people for whom 
Christmas has always been the very best 
and most wonderful part of every year. I 
start to look forward to the next Christmas 
season on approximately the 29th of ever 
December - a truly hopeless case! Be-
couse I feel so full of happiness, energy and 
purpose every Christmas, I was especially 
anxi ous that the Christmas i ss ue of 
CLASSMATE under my editorship should 
be a very special one. I feel that it is. 
Sharing is in a very real way one of the 
largest ports of love, and love, of course, is 
what Christmas is all about . We here at the 
Navy Postgraduate School have a truly uni · 
que opportunity to shore with the represen -
tatives of many countries customs, feelings, 
and experiences that djffer profoundly from 
person to person . Yet overriding all these 
differences ore the common bonds of study, 
of membership in the armed services, and 
mast importantly of all, of simple humanity. 
This magazine is about people - people 
who express in different places and different 
ways the universal feelings of joy, love, 
pride, and continuity aroused by the holi-
days each holds most dear. I hope you enjoy 
reading it as much as I have enjoyed putting 
it together. 
I wish to thank personally all the Interna-
tional representatives who took time out 
from their busy schedules to write in a lan-
guage not their own such beautiful and 
Give me a hut in my own native land 
Or a tent in the bush, near the mountains so grand, 
For the scenes of my childhood are a joy to me 
HOLIDAYS ARE A TIME TO BE FREE! 
Christmas-toy-parade 
Thanks to each of you, the response to 
this yeor's CHRISTMAS-TOY-PARADE 
has been wonderful. We have received toys 
for all ages, young and old. Each tay shows 
that a lot of time and thought went into your 
selections. The gift wrapping is giving our 
office a very festive appearance. Thanks 
again to you and your sections. All of us at 
Navy Relief hope you have as nice a 
Christmas as you have given to someone 
elsen 
By Moira Castle 
moving testimonials to their national feel-
ings. Each of these articles is truly a holiday 
gift in the most fundamental sense. 
A note of business must intrude here. 
Since the November issue of CLASSMATE, 
some changes have been made in the future 
schedul ing of the magazine. The next Wel-
come Aboard issue, and all subsequent 
ones, have been changed to coincide with 
the arrivals of the largest classes of new 
students at NPS. The next Welcome 
Aboard issue, therefore, will appear in 
Marchi April, (not January/February, as was 
announced) and the one to follow that will 
be in September/October. A regular-sized 
issue of the magazine will be published in 
January and again in February. Lari John-
son will toke over as Editor-in-Chief with the 
February issue. The topic for January will be 
" CLASSMATE Shops," ond the focus will 
be on our advertisers. 
In dosing I wont to extend to all of you 
from all of the Schwenke family - George, 
Janet, Kris and Erik - the deepest and most 
heartfelt wishes for a very happy holiday 




1-5: Festi va l of the Trees - Monterey 
County Fairgrounds. 
4: Bargain Fair - La Mesa School, noon. 
4-5: 39 Craftsmen Bring Christmas - La 
Playa Hotel, Carmel. 
6: Governing Boord Meeting - Tower 
Room, 8:00 p.m. 
8: CLASSMATE meeting -7:30 p.m. Lo 
Meso School librory. 
10: CLASSMATE Christmas Porty -
Schwenke's house - 8:00 p.m. 
1 1: International Chi ldren's Christmas 
Party - McNitt Bollroom. 
God luI and Godt Hyttar from Norway 
By Astrid Rostad 
Do you know what a "Fattigmonn" is? 
This Norwegian word probably sounds 
strange to you, but to me it brings memories 
of my childhood Christmases. The word 
" fottigmonn" means poor man, and it is one 
of the seven kinds of traditional Christmas 
cookies that any self -respecting housewife 
has to make. 
Christmas preparations stort in the be-
ginning of December when the days ore 
short with only a few hours of light. This is 
one reason why Norwegians burn lots of 
Far diHerent f,om Monterey is th e aspect of a Nor-
wegian Chris tmos! 
Minestrone alia Fiorentina 
candles during the month. 
T he fourth Sunday before Christmas the 
first advent candle is lighted in the schools, 
the churches, and almost every home. 
Three more candles are lighted over the 
following Sundays. It is a religious symbol of 
waiting for the birth of Christ, when the 
Light come to the world. 
The advent period is hectic . School chil-
dren ore busy practicing Christmas corals 
and making decorations and presents . 
Same children even give a theatrical per-
formance for their parents before the holi -
days. 
In the homes everyone is busy. Christmas 
foods and cookies have to be prepared a 
few weeks in advance. The house has to be 
cleaned from top to bottom; every corner 
and even the storage raoms ore attacked 
with brooms and mops. The children enjoy 
helping to make cookies. In every home 
there is a smell of soap mixed with a smell of 
sweet cokes. 
But the advent period is not only work. It 
is the time when a boss invi tes his staff for 
dinner. He might even give them a bonus if 
they're lucky. On the whole, people try to be 
A taste of 
Old Italy in 
Old Monterey 
Culinary delights in the authentic Italian manner. A pleasandy nostalgic, candlelit setting, where 
tantalizing aromas of good VJine. cheese and herbs speak of classic dishes prepared VJith 
reverential care. A favorite of residents and visitors for over 30 years. May we expect you, too? 
Lunch. dinner, cocktails. 
150 WEST FRANKLIN . MONTEREY . RESERVATIONS, 375-4477 
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kinder to each other during this time of the 
year. 
The day before Chri stmas Eve people de-
corate their trees. A star is put on the top of 
the tree to remind us of the star of Beth-
lehem. Branches of f resh spruce are put on 
the doorstep and are used to wipe the snow 
off the boots. Candles and decorations are 
placed in every room. Christmas potted 
plants, begonias and poinsett ias, are token 
from cool storage rooms into the warm liv-
ing rooms. Nuts and fruits are pu t ou t for 
everyone to eat. 
On Christmas Eve morning presents are 
delivered to relatives' houses. After a chat 
and a snack, greetings are exchanged and 
one goes on to the next relative. In the of-
fices and workshops people gather for a 
drink of wine and friendly conversation. 
Christmas Eve is the most important day 
of the season. Every firm in the country 
closes before noon. A ll traffic noises stop, 
too. At five o'clock, everything is quiet. Only 
Presents are exchanged by the Norwegians on 
Christmas Eve morning - and one mustn't forget the 
;ulenisse! 
T rondheim, Norway. The stillness of Christmas Eve ;s broken only by the church bells . 
the sounds of church bells are heard. By 
then people are ready to go to family ser-
vice. Returning to a worm, beautifully deco-
rated home is a thrill. 
After Christmas dinner comes the mo-
ment which all children long for: there is a 
knock on the door, and in comes 
"Julenissen," Santa Claus. He carries over 
his shoulder a sack full of presents for the 
whole family . He looks like the American 
Santa Claus, but he wasn't always like that. 
In the old days people were a little frigh-
tened of him because he was small and 
scruffy, with shrewd eyes and a cunning 
smile. He used to live in the born of every 
farm, and nobody ever sow more than a 
glimpse of him. Even though he was full of 
mischief and often played tricks like trying 
the cow tails together, he hod to be treated 
well . On Christmas Eve the former' s wife 
had to leave a huge portion of sour cream 
porridge for him on the doorstep. If she 
didn't, the form animals were likely to be-
come sick, and other misfortunes could 
occur. 
Thi s is th e heritage of the jovial 
"Julenisse ." Now he brings presents and 
odds pleasure to the celebration. While he is 
visi ting, he often walks around the tree and 
sings corals with the family, who have 
formed a circle hand-in-hand around the 
tree. 
Christmas is a quiet day spent at home. 
People go skiing or tobogganing, or they 
simply relax inside the worm house with a 
book. Everywhere it is silent. There is little 
traHic on the roads or in the air. It is impos-
sible to get anywhere except by private car. 
The next day is more lively . Traffic storts 
to run, and people are ready to have fun. 
They go visiting and taste each other's 
Christmas foods and drinks. 
Christmas is a season which Norwegians 
much enjoy. As well as being a religious 
celebration, it is also a break that people 
living so for north need. Christmas brings 
brightness and happiness to the long, dark 
winter days . On December 24th the days 
get longer, and people start looking forward 
to spring. 0 
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' EW & USED EXPERIENCED ~"""~ ~~~ Th u rs. & Fri. Ens 
SUi & Sun. 9-5 p.llI. SAFETY & SERVICE FIRST 
l ill ClII·is lnutS 
O p en 10 9 p .m. 
188 WEBSTER ST" MONTEREY 373-3855 
ATTENTION: 
DECEMBER, MARCH 
AND JUNE GRADUATES 
MIGHT YOUR ORDERS BE TO: 
WASHINGTON, D.C.? 
FOR INFORMATION ON : 
- Resales. New Homes. Rentals 
- Pnces & Flnanang 
- Loan ProcesSing 
- Sample lIstmgs 
- Proximity to: 
. Good schools & Recreation 
. Commuter Routes 
- Military FaCIlities 
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In the Republic of Korea By Commander Kim, Pyong u 
as told to Carolyn Quinn 
Excitement fills the air as everyone hurries 
to the Korean village church for the begin. 
ning of the Christmas Eve celebration - the 
Christmas ploy depicting the birth and life of 
Christ. Preparations for this long.awoited 
evening hove been going on for two 
months, with ploy rehearsals, song rehear· 
sols and plans for gift.giving. Although 
Christmas is celebrated by the Christ ians, it 
is enjoyed as much by non-Christians who 
ore olso invited to join in the festivities . 
Following the ploy, there ore religious ser-
vices and on exchange of gifts among the 
people. At 4:00 or 5:00 in the morning, 
Christmas carolers leave the church and go 
to serenade every Christian home in the vil-
lage, where they ore welcomed with rice 
condies and other small gifts . The carolers 
KOREA 
are f inished by sunrise and go home to 
sleep, because at 9:00 they must be bock in 
church for services. There is another church 
service in the evening. 
At home there is 0 Christmas tree, but 
most fomilies don't exchange gifts. Christ-
mas is not a family-oriented holiday in 
Korea . However, Thanksgiving (around 
4 
August 15 on the Lunar Calendar) and New 
Year's celebrations concentrate on family 
life. It is a time to visit home towns and a 
time to honor ancestors. This beautiful cus-
tom is practiced at the home of the first-
born son, where pictures of ancestors are 
hung on the wall and relatives gather ta 
show honor and to offer tributes of food. 
The custom has a two-fold purpose of hon-
oring past loved ones and of teaching chil-
dren respect for their parents. It helps keep 
families in touch. 
Christmas is not the only religious holiday 
celebrated in Korea . The Buddhists also 
celebrate the birthday of Buddha on Apri l 8 
of the Lunar Calendar. I t is marked by a 
solemn parade comprized mostly of women 
and children carrying paper-covered lan-
terns and bonners. 
These are only a few of the Korean holi-
days. There are others which are related to 
the seasonal forming cycle. However, 
Christmas is the most joyous of all the 
halidays.D 
































By Al ice Movraganis and 
Elizabeth Kyrionzanos The traditional triptych of holidays in Greece 
A small country on a far-out European 
peninsula, Greece is st ill keeping traditions 
formed under the in f luence of its thousands 
of years of history, the landscape and the 
character of Greek people. Celebration of 
the Christ mas hol idays is no except ion, 
even though, with the world get ting smaller 
every day, new elements have been added 
from other countries. 
Christmas is only the fi rst hol iday of the 
traditional triptych which includes Christ -
mas, New Yea r 's Day and Theofania . 
Preparations begin early in December with 
fasting of meat and fish for about three 
weeks before Christ mas day, according to 
the rules of the Greek Orthodox religion. 
During that time turkeys and calves are well 
bred, houses are thoroughly cleaned and 
new clothes are prepared, as everything has 
to be at its brightest. Finally the Christmas 
cooki es a re p repa red ; melomakarona , 
kourabiedes and diples . 
As Greece is a land closely related to the 
sea, elaborately decorated li ttle boots take 
the place of the Christmas tree, even though 
lately they are used, too. On Christmas Eve 
these boats are carried by children from 
hou se to h ouse where t hey si ng th e 
"lc% nta." a song announcing the birth of 
the Holy Infant. It is considered bod luck if 
they don' t ring your bell, which they won't 
do unless they are treated with cookies! 
Early in the morning on Christmas doy, 
services are held in church and the Holy 
Communion is offered. Lunch is a fami ly 
reunion, as every member of the family re-
turns to the parents' house. T he main 
course of the day differs from region to reg-
ion, but it usually is stuffed turkey, or beef . 
Social coils may follow to people named 
after Christ, who celebrate their name-day. 
...._-
HAIR-CUTIING PARLOR 
Natural "wash & wear" haircuts for men and women. Individual attention, 
relaxed atmosphere with moderate prices. 
Veronica is originally from House of Taber, Quonset Point, Rhode Island. 
Spirits are kept high and jubi lant for the 
New Year to come. Children sing again the 
"lcolonta," announcing its coming, on New 
Year's Eve, along with Saint Vossilis, the 
most favorite among saints as he brings 
presents to all children, and hopefully, to 
adults, too! Late in the evening while wait-
ing for the clock to strike 12, good luck is 
sought in cord playing . At 11 :59011 lights go 
out and when the New Year arrives it is 
" 
welcomed with joy, love and noise! T he bells 
of the churches ring, the sirens of the ships 
whistle and everybody kisses each other. A 
pomegranate is broken in the house to 
bring good luck and prosperity, and the 
Saint Vassilis Pie is cut. The luckiest person 
will find a golden coin in his piece, hidden 
earlier when the pie was made. Cord playing 
goes on until dawn, even though another 
full day is ohead . 
Lunch is again a fomily gathering, featur-
ing the same as on Christmas. Parties also 
follow, as it is the nome-day for all named 
CJfter Saint Vassilis . Add the excitement of 
receiving what the good saint brought the 
night before, and you can understand why 
the New Yeor is the peak of the festivities . 
Theofania on January 6th is most ly a re-
ligious holiday, commemorating the baptiZ-
ing of Christ by John. The usual "ka/anto" 
are sung the day before. On the 6th, religi-
ous services are held by the sea. The priest 
throws the cross in the water and people 
dive to find it. The blessing will bean the one 
who gives it bock to the priest . 
These would be the most important 
events in thot period of time, even though 
there ore variations of course, from region 
to region. It should be mentioned, however, 
that Christmas is only the second holy da~ 
in importance in the celebrations of Greece, 
following Easter. This is the reason why 
proportionately the New Year is more ac-
cented than Christmas doy. 
"Kala Hristougena" or "Merry Chr;Jtmas." 
5 
MELOMAKARONA 
2 cups oil 
I cup butter 
I tablespoon lemon juice 
Y2 cup orange juice 
Y2 cup sugar 
I teaspoon orange extrac t 
Y:z teaspoon salt 
8 cups flour 
1 tablespoon sodium bicarbonate 
I tablespoon bok;ng soda 
2 cups honey 
2 cups sugar 
chopped walnuts and cinnamon 
Beat oil , butter, orange and lemon juice, 
orange extract, solt and baking powder. 
Fold in flour and baking soda. Form oval 
cookies approximately 2Y2"x21f2" and 
bake on ungreased sheet in preheated oven 
ot 3500 for Y2 hour. Boil 3 minutes honey, 
sugar and 2 cups woter, removing forming 
foam. Dip cookies in hot syrup for 2 -3 mi-
nutes. Place on dish, sprinkle with walnuts 
and cinnamon . 
KOURABIEDES 
I cup chopped almonds 
I Y2 cup butter 
1 cup confectioners sugar 
2 egg yolks 
VJ cup brandy 
1 teaspoon almond extract 
4 Y2 cups flour 
I pound confectioners sugar 
Beat 4 minutes butter, I cup confection-
ers suga r and egg yolks. Add brandy, al -
mond extract, almonds and flour . Fold well, 
adding some more flour if needed as mix-
ture has to be rather stiff . Leave covered in 
refrigera tor for I hour. Form oval cookies 
approximately 1 Y2"x2 Y2 " and place on 
ungreased cookie sheet. Bake in reheated 
oven at 350° for about 18 minutes. Before 
cool, roll generously in confectioners sugar. 
SAINT VASSILIS PIE 
(VASSILOPITA) 
3 cups flour 
4 teaspoons baking powder 
1 teaspoon salt 
2f.J cup butter 
2 cups sugar 
4 eggs 
lemon peel or vanilla 
I cup milk 
confectioners sugar 
ONE COIN (gold preferably!) 
Blend flour, baking powder and salt . 
In large mixer bowl beat hutter until white 
colored, gradually adding sugar. Add eggs 
one by one. Continue beating for 3-4 mi-
nutes. Add lemon peel or vanilla . Gradually 
odd flour mixture and milk alternately, whi le 
beot;ng at low speed . OPTION: You may 
substitute for Y2 cup milk ~ cup brandy. 
Heat oven to 3500. Butter pon and pour in 
batter. Bake for approximately 45 minutes. 
When cool sprinkle confectioners sugar on 
top. Insert (clean) coin either in batter be-
fore baking, or underneath before putting 
on dish . Cut and serve between 00:0 I and 
24:00 hours NEW YEAR'S DAY! D 
Lebaron 
Lebaron is the End of Fast Holiday. 
There are five pillars of the Islam Religion 
as set forth by the Prophet Mohamad: the 
religious creed; the religiOUS ritual; the fasts; 
charity; and pilgrimage. 
The Fasts, the third pi llar o f the religion, 
come at different times each yeor because 
the Moslem calendar is a lunar one begun in 
the year 622 of the Christian calendar. The 
largest and most important fast takes place 
during the month of Ramadhan, the ninth 
month of the Moslem year and the month in 
which the Qur'an was revealed. In In-
donesia this month is known by the word 
which also means fast, puoso . During 
puasa, all Moslems, except the ill, are not 
supposed to eat, drink, or smoke between 
sunrise and sunset . Puoso ends with a great 
holiday called Lebaron. 
There are special religious holidays in In-
donesia which only part of the population 
celebrates . The Moslems celebrate Jdul 
Adho (Sacrifice Day, commemorating 
Abraham's Sacrifice); Mj'rodj (the day on 
which Prophet Mohamad ascended to 
heaven to address God); Moulud (the 
Prophet's birthday), etc . The Christians 
At the Indonesian Independence Day celebration 
celebrated recently with a dinner party at the usa, 
RADM and Mrs. Linder chat with Indonesian stu-
dents MAJ Tri yono ond COL Ngondani. 
Call 375-9519 
TODAY 
WATER CO N DI TIO N I N G, 
2 WEEKS FREE SERVICE 
TO READERS OF CLASSMATE 
NOTHING TO BUY 
NOTHING TO SIGN 
6 
MILITARY WIVES AGREE 
YOU NEED SOFT WATER 
NO CHARGE FOR ECONOMY 
SERVISOFT INSTALLATION 
IN LA MESA VILLAGE 
MONTEREY PENINSU LA WATER IS HARD! 
Find out ~hat soft w~ter can do for you! Clothes come cleaner ... colors brighter . . diapers softer 
T-shirts are whIte for a change ... dishes and silver sparkle ... Use PURE SOAP and SAVE 
MONEY . . . Call today . 
" Th e only wa t er "jee r comes from clouds" -------
Indonesia's Most Traditional 
National-Religious Holiday By COL. Ngondoni 
The elderly people would answer, orally 
or in writing: "somo soma," which means 
"forgive me for my faults too." This pattern 
of asking forgiveness is probably the most 
universally practiced ritual in Indonesia 
today. Even many Christians and Hindus do 
it, although, strictly speaking, the holiday is 
Moslem. 
celebrate Har; Natal (Christmas). And the 
first of Suro, the actual Javanese New Yeor, 
is celebrated by a few scattered adherents 
to mystical sects. But the big holiday is still 
'the traditional end-ot-fast celebration, 
Lebaron, the one holiday with an important 
significance to all Indonesians. 
Religion in Indonesia transcends barriers 
of parochialism. Some ninety percent of the 
people ore Moslem. But it is obvious that 
this can only be port of the story of religion 
in a country where fresh flowers are often 
placed before the shrines of Hindu and local 
deities in communities where everyone is 
Moslem. People often speak of the remark-
able degree of religious tolerance in In-
donesio . 
During Lebaron, the mosques are crowd~ 
ed, everyone wears his or her newest 
clothes, and visits ore paid to families, 
friends and family groves. Younger people 
call on their elders and those whose parents 
are in another town always try to visit them 
at Lebaron. Lebaron officially lasts for two 
'days in Indonesia, but in proctice the round 
of visits and general observances can· 
nected with the holiday continue for about a 
week. 
In this picture, COL. Ngandani speaks with RADM. 
Under again while International advisors CAPT. and 
Mrs . Dean Taylor mingle with Indonesian families . 
FROM OUR 
The central ritual act of Lebaron is a per· 
sona l, individual begging of forgiveness 
patterned in terms of status differences. 
The child asks forgiveness of his parents, 
the young of the old, the worker of his boss, 
the tenant former of his landlord, the politi· 
cion of his party chief, the cured patient of 
his dukun (curer, sorcerer and ceremonial 
specia list), the mystical student of his guru, 
the former pondok student of his Jciyayi (0 
"pond ok" consists of a teacher· leader, 
usually a pi lgrim (haji ) who is ca l led a 
Kiyoyi, and a group of male pupils, any· 
where from three or four to a thousand, 
called "sontris". Traditionally, and still to on 
extent today, the sontr;s live at the pondok in 
cloister-like dormitories, cook their own 
food, and wash their own clothes). Each of 
these (relatively) lower status people goes 
to the home of the higher status one, where 
he/she is received, usually with tea and 
snacks and where he/she formally begs the 
pardon of the host. The common phrase in 
high Javanese is " nyuwun pongestunipun 
sedoya ko/epatan kulo, lair botin," which 
translated means: " I request your pardon 
for my faults, inside and outside (i .e., your 
genuine, undissembled, pardon) ." This is 
often shortened in I ndonesian as " Iohir 
bothin." In the more urbanized circles one 
often finds a replacement of the individual 
visiting pattern by a kind of secular party, 
called a "holol bihalol" (Aribic for a mutual 
begging of pardon). Perhaps the final stage 
in this secularization process is increasingly 
more popular in lorger towns among the 
highest status levels. It consists of not octu· 
ally making the pardon·begging visit but 
merely sending a small card, rather like a 
Christmas cord, with the pardon request 
printed on it in Indonesian . 
There are, of course, other more explicitly 
religious ritual s. As I have already men· 
tioned, moss proyers are held in the town 
square and in the mosque, which we call 
"sembohyong ied. II Bonuses for Lebaron are 
a standard item in many wage contracts, 
since everyone tries to have new clothes for 
the holiday. Charity (zokot.fitroh), accord-
ing to Islamic law, involves both an obligot. 
ory tithe and the voluntary giving of alms 
according to one's conscience. As one 
would anticipate, the tithe is more fre-
quently paid by the zealous than by the 
casual observers of the faith . Formerly the 
tithe went to pay the oHiclals of the mosque, 
but now they are paid by the Government's 
Ministry of ReligiOUS Affairs; the sums col· 
lected at present are principally for the up· 
keep of the mosque and for aid to the poor. 
A special con tribution, for the core of 
orphans and others, is collected at the end 
of puaso . As for voluntary giving, most In· 
donesions, however little they may hove, 
are quick to respond to appeals for charity_ 
Lebaron, the most festive, and the most 
genuinely collective ceremony, reveals even 
more clearly, though less explicitly, the un· 
derlying unity of the Indonesian people as a 
whole. It is everywhere a major religious 
holiday, beside Christmas and the Hindu 
Bali. In a very general way it stresses the 
commonali ties among all Indonesians, 
stresses tolerance concerning their differ· 
ences, and also stresses their oneness as a 
Notion. It reflects the Indonesian Notional 
Motto: "Bhineko Tunggollka," which means 
Unity in Diversity.O 
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Weihnachtszeit 
in Germany 
8y Sabino Sturhan 
and Nancy Lemke 
Christmas is such a goy time of year that 
Americans often wish it could last longer . In 
Germany the Christmas season starts the 
fourth Sunday before Christmas with the 
lighting of the first Advent candle. This year 
that ritual began on November 28th. After 
dark on thot day, German families gather 
together around a table holding the Advent 
wreath . The wreath is mode of fir boughs 
and holds four candles which are lit in turn 
on tt"le four Advent Sundays. On these days 
a special closeness exists among family 
members as they join around the wreath for 
coffee, special cakes and cookies, and to 
sing Christmas corals. 
There are two Santo Clauses for German 
children to enjoy. Thefirst, Nikolaus, arrives 
the night before December 6th . He is 
greeted at each home by a row of shoes set 
out for him by the children. Some have 
strow in them for Nikolaus' donkey to eat 
which hopefully will encourage the aid fel · 
low to leave more goodies . In the morning 
the children awake to find their shoes full of 
candies, nuts, apples and oranges. 
Fir is the traditional tonnenboum deco-
rated in Germany. And, yes, they do still use 
real candles to light them. The homes are 
usually made of stone, so fire is not as large 
a concern there. However, a container of 
water is kept nearby for emergencies . 
The tonnenboum is lit on December 24th 
to illuminate the coming of Santa Clous. l t is 
that evening that gifts are exchanged to the 
merry music of more corals. 
Frohliche Weihnochtszeit! 0 
The Special Religious 
Holidays of Turkey 
By L T Feri< Atalay 
There must be somebody in the world 
who doesn't like holidays . I don't know, but I 
love them! Christmas, Thanksgiving, the 
4th of July ... these are some of the holi-
days I hove enjoyed here, for the lost two 
years during my tour at NPS. Did I forget my 
own holidays I had for 26 years in my home 
country? No, I really missed them. 
Notional holidays such as the Declara-
tion of the Republic (October 29th) and the 
Great Victory (August 30th) are celebrated 
in a simi lar way to the Independence Day of 
the United States. But religious holidays 
have a special meaning to everyone and 
there are two celebrated in Turkey I will tell 
you about. 
One of these holidays lasts 3 days and it is 
just after the fast month . The other lasts 4 
days, and it is 2 months after the first one. 
The reason I am describing the times like 
this is that even though our country uses the 
same calendar you use, for religious pur· 
poses the Muslim calendar is effective, and 
it rotates each year, unlike the secular one. 
The first holiday is called Ramazan 
Ba yrami, meaning Fast Festival. It is also 
called the "candy festival." The purpose is 
that after a fast of one month, people get 
together with all their relatives and have big 
dinners. One of the important points of 
these dinners which has to be mentioned is 
that people in the neighborhood who are 
poor, or don't have any relatives are espe· 
cially invited. 
The second holiday is called Kurban 
Ba yrami, meaning "Sacrifice FestivaL" The 
people who can afford to, buy a sheep or 
cow and have it slaughtered in one of the 
four days of this holiday. One-third of the 
meat is then distributed among the poor 
people, Y3 is distributed between relatives, 
and the other Y3 remains at home. During 
this holiday some kind of homemade bread 
is also made and distributed in the same 
way. 
.. 
These holidays seem ta lost only 3 + 4= 7 
doys, but the excitement and preparations 
begin at least 15 days earlier. Of course the 
first one of all is shopping. New dresses, 
new shoes, new everything ... all will be put 
on on the first day of the holiday and not 
before! Then the preparation of desserts, 
including the world famous baklava follows. 
Early in the morning of the first day of 
each festival everybody goes to mosque to 
pray. This is the first togetherness. Just after 
praying, people begin to shake hands. This 
is the way they celebrate each other's festi-
val. Then family visits and dinners follow 
each other. For the "Candy Festival" it is 
customary to serve the guests Turkish De-
light or another kind of candy and coffee; if 
it is the "Sacrifice Festival," homemade de-
sserts and coffee will be served. This coffee 
is the so-called liT urkish Coffee," some-
what thicker than American Coffee and 
served in a smailer cup after the meals. 
Of course the ones who most enjoy these 
holidays are the children. Receiving gifts, 
seeing relatives, and participating in tradi-
tional holiday events makes these festivals 
a very special time for young ones.O 
.-
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Australia IS One Big Holiday 
By Moira Cas tle 
Australians, when asked to describe a 
national holiday, would remember not one 
particular day of the year, but the many 
"long weekends" stretch ing bock to child-
hood . Holidays, including Christmas, are 
casually celebrated. A day in the sun - at 
the beach, the races, or a picnic in the hills 
- this is typical holiday fare. 
A holiday in Australia includes everyone 
- the bus drivers, shop assistants a nd the 
milkman . City famili es pile into their station 
wagons to drive to the beach or the moun-
tains . Thousands choose the burning sand, 
spending the day mysteriously horizontal, 
soaking up the sun. Not me - my choice is 
a soli tary cove where the surf seems louder 
and the heat less fierce. 
Some of my most memorable holidays 
have been spent many miles inland. Lomb 
chops grilled on an open fire and billy teo 
may seem strange memories to cling to over 
the years, but when these meals ore enjoyed 
in the company of a happy family high on a 
mountain top or alongside a cool stream 
they take on a new dimension. 
Every ci ty-bred Australian has a deep 
yearning for the bush - a need to experi-
ence the quiet solitude of this big sky coun-
try. The ultimate for a ci ty child is to have 
relatives living in the country. Spending the 
long hot summer holidays herding cottle on 
horseback or helping the dogs shove sheep 
into the shearing shed can be very reward -
ing. No matter that you become covered in 
dust from head to foot, or that it's over 1000 
F in the shade - even a thousand bush fl ies 
riding on your bock are of little consequ-
ence. Each night you fall into bed exhausted 
and rise again before dawn to beat the sun 
to work. This is what holidays are all about. 
The country child is fascinated by the 
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sparkling sea and dreams of spending a day 
at the beach . The endless miles of water are 
difficult to comprehend, but a few hours 
spent splashing in the cool surf soon dispel 
the lingering doubts. The coastal headlands 
are another source of wonder - when it 
rains the rock pools come to life under the 
cloudy skies and provide hours of enter-
tainment. 
D.H . Lawrence said of Australia : " The 
country is terribly big and empty, still unin-
habited. The bush is grey and without end." 
Any Australian will agree, except when 
crowded into a grandstand to watch a foot -
ball f inal or a cricket Test match . Even Syd-
ney Harbour becomes claustrophobic at the 
start of the Sydney-Hobart yacht race. 
To see the whole notion brought to a 
standstill is quite a sight for the tourist - it 
happens twice in November. Remembrance 
Day, at the 11th hour of the II th day, the 
nation remembers its war dead. The second 
occasion is the Melbourne Cup (a horse 
race) . Three minutes can be a holiday when 
your horse is winning. 
Australians are past masters at inventing 
occasions to celebrate. At Alice Springs, in 
the dry heart of the con tinent, a boat race is 
held in the waterless river bed - legs make 
good substitutes for oars. Whatever the 
holiday, an atmosphere of geniali ty and 
general expansiveness prevails. The sun, 
our unofficial Governor, is never out of resi -
dence. All year round somewhere he goes 
on flying his flog. When its winter in T 05-
mania and Perth , the summer still reigns in 
Brisbane ond Broome.O 
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A holiday of love and peace: By Maria Blanco Santillon 
Christmas in Argentino NAVIDAD EN LA REPUBLICA ARGENTINA 
Christmas in Argentina is celebrated as a 
very important holiday, because of the 
great majority of the population thot is 
Roman Catholic, and because it is a very 
family-oriented celebration. 
About a month before Christmas, homes, 
businesses, public buildings and thorough-
fares are decorated with the Christmas 
motif, lighted trees and Nativity scenes. 
Each family has a special Nativity Scene or 
Monger under the Christmas tree. Some of 
these Mongers ore very elaborate antiques, 
considered of great value; olso, there ore 
more modern ones seen, mode of cloy, 
ceramic or carved wood . Children ore in 
charge of putting together the Nativity 
Scene and they make the background for it 
from po pier-mac he, landscaping it with 
shrubs and gross, and hong on top the tradi . 
tional star. 
On Christmas Eve, the families get to -
gether for dinner, that starts usually at 
about 10 p .m., after that, they attend Mid-
night Mass. After midnight, the Birth of 
Jesus is "toasted," and it is then that mem· 
bers of the family exchange their Christmas 
gifts tha t are under the tree. The children 
are up until very late, playing and waiting for 
the arrival of Santo Claus, or "Father Noel," 
as he is called in Argentina . On that day, the 
dinner tables in Argentina have a special 
and loving touch that is characteristic of 
Christmas Eve: white table doths and deco· 
rotions of fresh pine boughs, colorful orno· 
ments and red candles. Even the humblest 
tables are decorated in the best possible 
way. Lots of Champagne or sparkling 
Cider from the provinces of Mendoza and 
San Juan is enjoyed on that occasion, along 
with pan dulce , or panettone, and turron, (a 
nougat candy), sweets and chocolates, and 
all kinds of glazed, dried fruits. The typical 
meol is chicken or turkey and many kinds of 
salads, and for dessert, fresh fruits like 
melon or pineapple, ice cream or cold frui t 
cups, since Christmas in South America is 
celebrated during their summertime, and it 
is usually very hot by December 25th!! 
Christmas celebrations continue on Dec . 
25th, when there is usually on open house, 
and family and friends get together for on 
elaborate luncheon, and menus may vary 
then, according to the customs of the dif· 
feren t areas of the country. This way, in 
Buenos Aires they may have a barbeque; in 
the Northern region : corn souffle or meat 
pies; the Southern areas: grilled lamb. 
Throughout the country, children go 
around in groups singing Christmas Carols, 
sometimes the troditional ones, sometimes 
the "folk-song" Corols. 
Christmas is for Argentina a holiday of 
love and peace, of family·gatherings, very 
joyful ond colorful.D 
La Navidad en 10 Republica Argentino 
odquiere contornos de una importante 
celebracion. T rodicional, por ser 10 moyoria 
de 10 poblacion catolica y familior por 10 
forma y costumbre de celebrarlo. 
Un mes antes, hogares, negocios, 
edificios publicos y paseos se preparan or· 
namentandose can motivos navidenos, 
arboles iluminodos y pesebres. Coda familia 
tiene su pesebre debaja del orbol. Los hay 
muy antiguos y de mucho valor a los 
dasicos modernos que estan realizados en 
arcilla, ceremico a madera tallada . Los 
ninos son los encargodos de armarlos, y les 
colacan montanos de papel, hierbas frescos 
y 10 tradicional estrella colgando. 
EI 24 a 10 noche se reunen los familias en 
uno cena, que general mente comienza a los 
10, despues de haber escuchado 10 Misa de 
Nochebuena. A las 12 se brindo par el 
nacimiento de Jesus y ese es el momenta 
que se intercambian los regalos 01 pie del 
arbol. Ese dio los ninos estan levantodos 
hasta muy tarde y esperan juganda 10 iI -
legada de Papa Noel. T ados los mesas 
argentinas tienen en esa nache especial de 
familia y omor un orregla corocteristica, 
lI"ir In 
mantel blanco, ramos de pina notural, bolos 
de colares y velas rajos . Aun las mas 
humildes, dedican a esa noche 10 mejor que 
tienen. 
Y no falto en elias el champagne 0 la sidra 
de los provicios de Mendoza y Son Juan, 
ocompanodos can el trodicional pon dulce, 
los dulces turrones y chocolates y toda 
dose de frutas secas . Los platos tipicos de 
estas fiestas son polio 0 pavo, con en· 
solades y de pastre melon 0 anane relleno 0 
copas helodas, pues es epoco de verano y 
con mucha color. 
Los festejos de Nochebuena continuon el 
dio 25, donde 10 coso se obre para recibir 
fomiliores y omigos en un almuerzo, dande 
los plotos varian segun los costumbres de 
los diferentes provincias. Asi, en Buenos 
Aires se puede celebrar con un asodo, en el 
Norte con pastel de chocla 0 empanodas; 
en el Sur con un cordero a 10 parrillo. En los 
calles del pais se escuchon a groupos de 
ninos entonanda los villancicos, algunos 
trodicionales y ostros netamente 
folkloricos . 
Navidad es para Argentino uno fiesta de 
amar, de familia, de paz, lIena de alegria, 
jubilo y colorido.D 
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Vestiges of traditional folklore 
live on in 
the feasts of Peru 
By Vicky Mahomud 
In Peru as in many other countries the 
feasts have a civic or religious o rigin. In 
each case these feosts hove their grounds in 
historic o r religious events respectively . 
Being the lost o nes, I will discuss the 
peculiarities of some of these feasts which 
hove typica l charac teris tic s of Peruvian 
Folklore. 
Perhaps one o f the most impressive re· 
ligious festivals is that of " Our Lord of the 
Miracles," ar"f l Senor de los Milogros," dur-
ing which hundreds of thousands of de-
voted followers dressed in purple habits, 
and thousands of tourists throng the streets 
of Limo (Peru's Capital) during the month of 
October. This is a trad ition that dates back 
to the year of 1746 in which a black man 
painted a huge Christ, dressed in purple, on 
the wall of his home. In that year, Lima hod 
one of the worst earthquakes of its history 
which destroyed most of the city. Blocks of 
houses crumbled down, but this particular 
wall was the only one that survived intact. 
Faith started to take place in the people, 
and a church, "the Nozorenos," was built 
having this wall and its painting as a sacred 
part of it . It can still be seen today in very 
good shope. Each year, on October 18, we 
celebrate this feast with three days of pro-
cessions, and what started many years ago 
as an exclusively religiOUS feast nowadays, 
includes o ther amusing and commercia l 
events such as the famous bullfighting fes-
tival in which the most internationally fam-
ous bullfighters dispute the "Escapulario de 
Oro del Senor de los Milagros," one of the 
bullfighting trophies of major prestige in the 
world. This fight tokes place in the Plaza de 
Acho bull ring, one of the largest in the 
world, the o ldest in South America, and the 
fourth oldest in the world . Admissions are 
fairly expensive, but people unable to afford 
them can watch from a hill overlooking the 
arena . October is also the month of the 
delicious " Turron de Dono Pepo/' a typical 
Peruvian sweet that is sold in thi s particular 
month in every store af the country. 
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Following this feast, in the first days of 
November we have the "I nternational Fair 
of the Pacific," celebrated every two years, 
and one of the most important commercia l 
events on the west coast of South America, 
due to the quality and quantity of industrial 
countries from all over the world that par-
t icipate showing their latest industria l de-
velopments. On the fair grounds you can 
also see folkloric performances, parades 
and contest s. 
Another great festival that attracts 
thousands of tourists each year is the "Inti 
Ra ymi" feast, " Festi val of the Sun." (In 
Quechua, which is the native language of 
the indians of Peru , Inti means Sun and 
Ra ymi means Feast). 
One mile away from the city of Cuzco, on 
a hill which dominates the ci ty , stands Sac-
sayhuaman. This colossal stone fortress is 
considered to be one of the wonders of the 
world for it s beauty and advanced technol-
ogy, which consists of a series of defenses 
in which stone blocks weighing many tons 
each have been placed with mathematical 
precision. In front of the fortress there is a 
spacious esplanade where the "Inti Raymi" 
is enacted each yeor on June 24th. 
The "I nt; Raymi is a tradition that repro-
duces the some scenes that took place 
thousands of years ago when the Inca Em-
pire, the greatest civilization of America of 
that epoch {covered 1,200,000 square 
miles), worshiped the sun. The Incas were 
grateful to the sun for their well-being due to 
the good harvests. In gratitude for this, once 
a year the Inca who presided over the cere-
mony and his rayal court would dress in 
their very best clothes. In the cen tral part of 
the esplanade was a great disk of pure gold 
where the first rays of the sun would reflect, 
giving the signol for the beginning of the 
feast. At noon when the rays of the sun 
were most intense, they would sacrifice 
living animals in honor of the sun, dance all 
day and drink "chicha," a native beverage, 
in vases mode of pure gold. T he feast ends 
with the last roys of the sun.D 
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Christmas in the United States 
By Janet Schwenke 
As I was orgonizing this month's issue of CLASSMA TE, my biggest orea of difficulty was 
in deciding who and what to feature as being typical of Christmas in the United States. I 
could not think of one individual, one region of the country, or even one set of practices tnot 
really typified this country in any reol way. Finally, I decided that the most outstanding 
characteristic of anything in the United States is its diversity. So many people, from so 
many, ri chly voried backgrounds make up our population, each with its own heritage and 
tradition. 
Accordingly, I hove received from various officers of OSWC, OSWC advisors and 
CLASSMATE stoff members pictures of one Christmas thot they felt was either particularly 
outstanding, especially typical, or the only Christmas they had a picture of, and it is this 
collection we now present to you as the overall picture of Christmas in the United Stotes .O 
CAPT. Barron and son Mark plant one of many li'f'ing 
Christmas trees the Barron family has left around 
the world after many Christmas celebrations. 
Christmas on the mO'f'e, typical of military families 
e'f'erywhere! Be fore the tiny motel room tree is 
Monon Barron, in this picture about 5 years old. 
Danie l Fricke tries out a newChr;stmos gift amid the 
clutter of a joyous Chris tmas morning at the home of 
OSWC's president Lindo Fricke. 
Outdoor Christmas decorations , typical of the 
American scene at Christmas time, were constructed 
by the Borrons in Omaha, Nebraska , in 1965. 
Christmas is children, and by that I mean children of 
all ages! Here Erik Schwenke, age 8 months, con-
templates his first Christmas tree (on Guam) and 
calculates how strong a pull would tumble it down! 
RADM and Mrs . Linder recei'f'ed this creche the first 
Christmas they were married - and it has been put 
together I!'f'ery single Christmas since - for 28 
years! They get it out of the box on Dec. lst and let 
the wiSl!men and shepherds come closer and closer 
until they "arri'f'e" on the 25th . 
Christmas 1975 at the Taylor'S . CAPT Taylor dozes 
beside the Christmas tree, while obeying instruc-
tions on newly-acquired gift to "Please look after 
this bear." 
In r 966, the Taylor's dog Plltzi is welcomed into the 
fom ily by Whit and Jill . 
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THE OFFICERS OF THE OSWC AND THE 
STAFF OF THE CLASSMATE WISH YOU A 
HAPPY AND BLESSED HOLIDAY SEASON 
AND A NEW YEAR THAT BRINGS YOU 
ALL YOU HOPE FOR. 
PRESIDENT'S MESSAGE 
Li ndo Fricke 
FIRST VICE PRESIDENT'S MESSAGE 
Dotty Godley 
As the momentum of the holidays picks 
up and the v:sions of wrapping gifts, writing 
Christmas cards, baking holiday goodies, 
and doing lost minute shopping, go through 
my mind I find it hard to sit and concentrate 
on anything else. Christmas is by for my 
favorite time of the year. I love Christmas 
music; If you wolk into my home anytime 
between I December and 1 January you will 
hear our stereo blaring out my favorite 
Christmas tunes. I love the feeling the holi -
14 
In contrast with those who exclaim over 
the short intervals between Christmas sea-
sons, I am as delighted as ever to have it 
approaching . Christmas has always been 
the most festive of occasions for me and I 
look forward to it all year long. It is a time 
when people seem to be happiest, to get 
along the best, and are the most consider· 
ate of each other - in truth, on occasion 
when we really enjoy giving to each other. 
This year we hope to take a short trip to 
Honolulu prior to Christmas and perhaps 
have one lost short trip in California before 
ending our tour here. 
I hope you enjoyed the Christmas Bazaar 
as much as we did . It was well done, and I 
especially wont to thank Dottie Godley, 
Annhara Henderson, and their committee 
for the excellent work in planning and pre· 
paring for the Holiday Potpourri - many 
days seem to inspire in people, a 
friendly/goodwill mood, and lost but not 
least I love the anticipation of what Santo 
will leave under the tree on Christmas Eve! 
Just remember the old saying, "Christmas is 
for the young and the young at heart." 
Those of you who attended our "Christ-
mas and Crofts Bazaar" will surely agree 
with me when I say it was a gift shopper's 
delight . Thank you to all the ladies and gent-
lemen who displayed their crofts and helped 
make the OSWC Holiday Potpourri the suc· 
cess it was. A very special thank you to 
Annhara Henderson for all of her time, pati· 
ence and energy . 
The Christmas·Toy-Parade was also a 
thanks to all the talented people who de-
signed the items for sale and contribu ted in 
making the Bazaar such a success. 
The Bargain Fair is to be held on the 4th 
of this month. The Ways and Means Choir· 
man Nancy Moore, has everything or-
ganized and the day should be great for 
selling and buying. If you are moving, the 
Bargain Fair is the place to sell unwanted 
items. If you are new to the area, you may 
be able to pick up some odds and ends to 
make your quarters seem more like home. 
We hope you will come and have a good 
time. 
From the Fricke's toall of you, I would like 
to wish you a Merry Christmas, a peaceful 
New Year, and holidays that are f illed with 
much happiness and many specia l 
memories for each of you.D 
big success. To Barbaro Bingay and all of 
the ladies in Navy Relief who helped with 
this project - Thank you. I would also like 
to say thanks to the sections that so gener-
ously contributed to make this a special 
Christmas for many children. 
As 1976 comes to on end and 1977 ap-
proaches I can see a busy schedule for the 
first couple of months. We hope to see you 
all at our func tions in 1977 but until then 
kick off your shoes, put your' feet up and 
enjoy the long break ahead. There won't be 
another along for six months!! From our 
house to all of you a very HAPPY HOLl-
DAY SEASON "Up on the roof tap 
click, click, click" . .. etc.!!D 
WE'RE THE BOOKSHOP 
With the Browsing Hours 
Dai ly 10-10 Sunday 10-6 
150,000 books in stock including 
5 sale tables with tons of bargains 
BOOKS INC. 
Carmel Plaza 625-2550 
- The Peninsu/a's Big Bookshop -
I 
I 
IT'S YOU R MOVE ... 
TRADITIONAL CONTEMPORARY COLONIAL 
WHATEVER YOUR LIFESTYLE 
Let our "Residential Sales Specialist" make your next move a pleasant and profitable one. Let our 
sales associates assist you in a personal tour of available homes and all new home subdivisions in 
the Tidewater area. Most important, they will make sure that the location and home that you select will 
be a profitable investment for the future. 
" ASK A CLASSMATE" 
"WE SELL TIDEWATER" 
REALTOR' Best Possible Financing Arranged 
OVER 1500 HOMES TO SELECT FROM 
FROM $37,400 
-IMMEDIATE POSSESSION-
TEMPORARY HOUSING ARRANGED 
CLIP AND MAIL FOR FREE BROCHURE 
Floor Plans, Maps & "Homefinder Guide" 
----- - ----------- ----------- l 
I AM INTERESTED IN OBTAINING INFORMATION ON .~. "'OOd ~ II 
HOME 0 TOWNHOME 0 DUPLEX 0 .~ "-
COAST TO COAST RELOCATION SERVICE 0 _ 0 w I 
o ~ I 
<> 6 ..,0 I 
U)'iNG ~ 
MY FAMILY CONSISTS OF SPOUSE 0 AND ___ CHILDREN 
I PREFER TO LOCATE IN VIRGINIA BEACH 0 NORFOLK 0 
CHESAPEAKE 0 
PRICERANGE ________________ _ 
NAME ___________ RANK ________ __ 
ADDRESS _ ______ CITY _________ _ 
STATE ____ ZIP ____ PHONE _______ _ 
(cal) 
I 
Member of Local , Stale & National 
. Board of Realtors 
Member of local, State & National 
. Home Bui lders Association 
Member of Norfolk & Virginia Beach 
. Chambers of Commerce 
Member of Better Business Bureau 
6204 Pardue Court. 
Virginia Beach , Va. 23462 
"Call Collect" 
Office (804) 424-2000 
Nights (804) 420-6753 
481-6501 
IT'S THAT TIME OF YEAR AGAIN! 
THE HOLIDAYS ARE JUST ABOUT UPON US 
IT'S TIME ONCE AGAIN 
TO START THINKING OF HOW TO MAKE 
YOUR HOLIDAY SHOPPING FUN 
AND EXCITING 
The merchants of Del Monte Shopping Center 
would like to be the first to wish you the happiest of 
Holiday seasons. We're aware of all the ups and 
downs Holiday shopping can bring. It's the best of 
times with the joy of giving to those we love ... and 
often the busiest of times as we fight the rush and 
crowds and traffic. 
Del Monte Shopping Center is a 
complete shopping center. We're 
conveniently located. We have a 
wide variety of stores and friendly 
people to serve your shopping 
needs. We suggest you avoid the 
traffic and parking problems and 
think of shopping early. Relax and 
make a pleasurable outing of your 
Holiday shopping ... Happy 
Holidays. 
Del Monte Shopping Center ... 
The HOLIDAY Center 
with something for everyone. 
OVER 7S STORES TO SERVE YOUR NEEDS 
Art's Flow er Carl 
Andre 's Beauty Salon 
Bank of Amenr~ 
Beadazzled -
Beads and Jewelry 
Candle Chalel - ellt Shop 
Cinema 70 
Coun try Club Cleaners 
M.W. Crowley. Rea ltor 
Dean Witter & Company 
Deb & Heir - Children 's Wear 
Del Manle launderette 
Del Monte Travf't 
Dr. Brudney. 0pl omel rtSI 
Dr. Zane's MediCine 
Show - ConfectiOns 
£1 IndiO Restaurant 
Elizabeth Simmons 
ladles' Wear 
EI PallO Restaurant 
Fads and Yarns · Needlecrafts 
The fashion - Ladles' Wear 
Fads and frames 
fish and Chip 
Fred's Restaurant 
Gallenka mp Shoes 
Ca rnero 's Paslenes 
Golden West Savmgs and loan 
Goldsmith 's lewelers 
, Hallmark Cards 
Hastings 
Hatch 's Memory lane · 
Cards and Gift s 
The Head Quart ers · 
Barber Shop 
The Hearth Shop 
Herolds Shoes 
Home Federal 
Savings and loan 
House of FabriCS 
Howards 01 Monterey · 
ladles ' Wear 
Intersport • Sportswear 
The leanery . Casual Wear 
Ken 's Cameras 
Kim's of Walklkl . 
ladles ' W ear 
Kitchen Tradit ions 




Mac & Mac · ladles' Wear 
Macy's 
Martin 's Boot Shop 
Mediterranean Market 
Merle Norman CosmetICs 
Monterey Academy oi Hal r 
"1othcrhood Matermty 
Mouse H o use 
Nako's· ladles ' Wear 
Natural Food Cenler 
Orange lulius 
Pacilic Finance 
Pelrle's· ladles' Wear 
The Pie factory 
Restaurant 





Saks Fifth Avenue 
See's Candies 
Self·servlCe Post Office 
Spa Fitness Center 
Swensen's Ice Cream 
SWISS Cleaners 
Thrift y Drugs 
The Tinder -Sox · 
Tobacconist 
Topps & Tro wsers . 
Casua l Wear 
Toyo Impo rt s 
Toy Town 




U nICorn Cock tails 
Village lewelers 
Walden Books 
Wardwell 's Magnavox 
W ells Fargo Bank 
OPEN : MON.-SAT. 10-9. SUN. NOON-5. MACY'S AND OTHER STORES OPEN TILL 9:30. MON.-SAT. 




Happy Holidays from your roving gour-
mets! If you're staying in Monterey over the 
Christmas break, be sure to try a few of the 
local dining establishments and let us know 
how you like them. 
The decor was comfortable, the fire, invit-
ing, the music, soothing. We felt so much at 
home that we took off our shoes and 
stretched out in front of the fireplace. We 
began ' with icy wine coolers and then 
feasted upon the piece de resis tance - a 
Gianni's Special pizzo! That's right, we 
were at home, GIANNI'S (725 Lighthouse) 
is strictly a take-out establishment. The 
pizzo is definitely the BEST we hove ever 
eaten {and that includes pizza from New 
York's Italion neighborhoods!} Gianni's 
makes pizzo in several sizes and claims that 
their large will "pacify a gorilla" as well as 
feed the family. The crust is thick, the ingre· 
dients are all fresh and ample. We watched 
while three double handfuls of cheese were 
placed on a small pizzo! Our favorite - the 
Special - has cheese, Italian sausage, 
pepperoni, onion, green pepper, fresh 
mushrooms, block olives, & spices heaped 
on a rich tomato sauce. Call ahead to order; 
pizzas toke about 20 minutes and they have 
all the usual kinds plus combinations. If you 
don't like it, bring us the left·overs - we 
love it cold, too! 
We knew CHARLIE O. & CO. in Carmel 
would have an interesting menu since Char· 
lie O. hod been the chef and manager of the 
General Store prior to opening his own 
restaurant in September. Charlie brought 
much of the General Store stoff with him, 
and the same excellent food preparation 
and service exist here. Back to the menu -
it includes such selections as curried steak 
tartar, honey glazed boor, Peking duck, 
scallopini au citron, and sliced steak with 
sprout·spinach salade. 
The decor is woodsy and warm with sub· 
tie lighting and trendy ceiling fans. 
We began dinner with the French onion 
soup 9rotine and the Volley greens salad; 
the soup was excellent, the salad, only ov-
erage. Our entree was a special selection of 
red snapper in a light tomato· wine sauce 
with shrimp and clams steamed in a foil 
pouch. It was superb! We couldn't resist 
dessert and from a list of twelve, we chose 
the raspberry cream heart topped with fresh 
strawberries and the frozen kalua pie, sin· 
fully rich and delicious. 
Our only complaint here, and a viable 
By Lori Johnson and Lindo McClain 
one, is the price. The menu is completelY U 
10 corte with the sole exception of a prix fixe 
dinner, and nothing but bread comes with 
the entree. Thus, once a soup, salad, or 
dessert is added, the bill rapidly increases. In 
addition, we felt the prices were somewhat 
inflated in all categor ies. Our check was $32 
with tip and a litre of house chablis. Even 
coffee was extra - a pet peeve of ours. No 
restaurant should charge for coffee with 
dinner, and yet we often must pay from 
.35·.75 for coffee after spending $20 and up 
for the meals. 
Another fine Mexican restaurant in Mon-
terey is ZEPEDA'S on Pacific Street. The 
food is expertly - and freshly - prepared, 
the portions are huge, and the price is inex-
pensive. Go with on appetite! We sampled 
cheese enchiladas, literally buried in cheese 
and souce, tacos and tostadas, and 011 were 
delicious. Beware of the salsa - it's HOT! 
Dinner, with Mexican beer, was $12. 
Being curious as ta what a "Basque style 
dinner" was, we tried SNOOKER PETE'S 
STONEHOUSE RESTAURANT and disco· 
vered a gem tucked away in the Monterey 
Peninsula Winery on Hwy. 68. On Sundays 
from 4-9, a family·style dinner is served 
which consists of all of the following: a 
tureen of homemade minestrone; a large 
bowl of salad with a zesty dressing; plates of 
veal cutlets, lightly breaded and sauteed in 
butter; baked chicken in a creamy sauce; 
fresh fish (ours was rock cod); ravioli and 
spaghetti - plus coffee and fresh apple 
fritters! No one left without a doggie bag the 
night we were there. The price - aboL:t $9 
or $1 0 per person you guess - WRONG! -
only $5.95 - honest! It is really 0 bargain 
and makes us wonder why other restaur-
ants charge so much more. The service is 
friendly and efficient. Reservations are 0 
must, as the seating capacity is about 45 
persons. The Stonehouse serves a regular 
menu the rest of the week with the some 
remarkably reasonable prices. We will defi-
ni tely return here. 
Daily menus are planned a month ahL"'Od 
at THE STEINBECK HOUSE in Solinos, so 
call ahead to find out the ' selection for 
your proposed visit. We eagerly anticipated 
our green chile quiche and it was delicious. 
It was served with a Mexican bean salad 
and rolls, and was preceded by the best 
gazpacho (0 cold tomato soup) we'd 
ever tasted. Coffee was complimen-
tary (at lost!) and we resisted a fantastic-
looking pie. The price is $3 .50 per person 
and it 's a perfect place for a section lun-
cheon. Open Monday-Friday only. 
Four out of six of us found our entrees 
outstanding at LA MARMITE, an almost 
too cozy French restaurant in Carmel. The 
solman and veal cordon bleu were fairly or-
dinary, but the sale Normande , sweet breads 
and coq au 'fin were fantastic. We're begin-
ning to think that all french green salads are 
bland, and the ones here were no exception. 
One of us enjoyed a good chocolate mousse 
and the rest sampled from the elegant pas-
try plotter. Oh yes - a friend suggests try-
ing their special cocktail: 'dubonnet and 
champagne with a lemon twist. With wine, 
coffee, and dessert, our bill fell in to the 
moderate range. 
Well, it finally happened. We hod a truly 
disastrous dining experience. NOTHING 
about WILLS FARGO in Carmel Volley Vii · 
loge is worth recommending, and we are at 
a loss to understand why this restaurant 
seems to have a good local reputation. 
From the top: Although we hod a reserva-
tion (at 9:30, not the peak 7:30·9 period), 
we still had to wait 35 minutes for our table. 
We were given no reason for the delay, and 
we noted several empty tables with only one 
other party waiting. While we were waiting, 
we were pestered to order another cocktail, 
although we hod mode it clear thot one was 
sufficient. Immediotely upon entering Will s 
Forgo, you are ushered into a room with a 
butcher's meat case and a menu posted on 
the wall and told to order. I felt like I was at a 
Sizzler except for the prices, which were 
much too high for the limited selection. New 
York steak is priced by the ounce and cut by 
the "butcher". The steak was 35% fot, and 
at .90 on ounce, we requested trimming 
before weighing . This request was denied, 
as it was not policy! We should have left 
right then, but unfortunately, we stayed on. 
When we finally got our toble - we 
were wedged in 0 corner - the noise level 
was so high and the tables so close together 
thot normal conversation was i~possible. 
About half of the tables should gal Service 
was horrible. Our waiter wos obnoxious and 
forgetful. The food was mediocre at best. 
Although we did try to find something posi-
tive, we must admit that in our minds Wills 
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Q. When checking out of quarters, it 
seems as though there is one stondard of 
cleanliness if you hire a cleaning crew and 
another, more demanding stondard if you 
deon your own quarters. Is it necessary to 
hire a crew to be sure of JXIssing inspection? 
A . Mr. Hanna assured us that there is 
only one stondard and it is the some for 
everyone. It is not necessary that you hire 0 
cleaning crew. If a crew is hired you are still 
responsible for the results. Mr. Hanna exp-
lained that those persons vacating quarters 
should notify the housing oHice as soon os 
possible, and no loter than 30 days before 
the move. When you come to the housing 
oHice to do this, you will receive a handout 
explaining exactly what you must do to pass 
inspection . A "pre· inspection" appoint· 
ment is made, and the same inspectar who 
will do your final inspection goes over your 
quarters and the cleaning instructions. This 
is your opportunity to ask any questions you 
may have. Mr. Hanna mentioned that the 
housing affice maintains a folder of clean-
ing firms. While they do not recommend or 
endorse firms in the folder, those cleaners 
whose work does not pass inspection are 
removed f rom the list. 
Q. I om concerned about getting out of 
our quarters' upstairs bedrooms in case of 
fire. 
A. Mr. Hanna explained that the housing 
office recently applied for funds to install 
fire escapes in 011 the '65 and '69 town-
houses . The fire escapes will be a new kind 
which are contained in cannisters attached 
to the outside wall of the house . They are 
released by means of a pull chain . Mr. 
Hanna was pleased with this design since it 
is i~conspicuous and at the same time pro-
vides safety. Mr. Hanna noted that he has 
been assured that the fire department can 
respond to any calls in Lo Mesa Village 
within five minutes, and that access and 
special bumpers have been provided for the 






By Carol Burgess 
and Ann Sharp 
*" 
Q. We live on Bergin Orive and have trou-
ble finding parking space. One of our neigh-
bors seems to have three cors, one of which 
is never driven. Are there any rules about 
parking? 
A. In the areas of housing where parking 
is scarce each family is entitled to park in the 
space marked for their set of quarters. 
Those with two or more cars may pork in the 
guest spaces on a first -come·first-served 
basis. Cars are not to be left unmoved in the 
guest spaces for more than two days, so 
that all may have a chance at the available 
parking. Anyone who is being inconveni-
enced by on unmoved car in guest parking 
or has any other problem or complaint 
about housing should contact Mr. Hanna at 
the housing office (646·2321). 
Q. Is it legal to hold partisan political 
gatherings, such as coffees, in government 
quarters? 
A. This is illegal because the quarters are 
government property. 
Q. Are there any Stretch 'n Sew classes in 
the area? 
A . It just so happens that one of our fel · 
low OSWC members teaches a closs. She is 
Barbe Kaelberer and the course is offered 
through the Pacific Grove Adult Education 
TRANSFERRED? 
ask tor your FREE magazine 
REAL ESTATE & INSURANCE 
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Center. Both beginning and advanced (in· 
eluding machine embroidery) courses are 
available. The cost is $4.50. For further in-
for.mation call the Center at 373-4951 or 
call Barbe a! 372·9133 . New classes start in 
January. 
"Livewire" is here to answer your ques· 
tions. Contoct Ann Sharp (SMC 2637 or 
phone 384·0255) or Carol Burgess (SMC 
2016 or phone 649·3652) .0 
NAVY EXCHANGE 
By Corl Burgess 
Questions, questions, questions! 
Whether they're sad, mod or glad about 
their Navy Exchange, almost all the patrons 
have questions. To get the answers, we in· 
terviewed LCOR William G. Jones, NPS's 
new Navy Exchange Officer. 
Q. Do you feel the Exchange provides a 
good value for its patrons? 
A. Yes, better in some categories than 
others. 
Q. Is the mark-up uniform on all items? 
A. No, there is a very low mark-up on basic 
items such as toothpaste or soap, and there 
are higher mark·ups on nonessentials, such 
as jewelry. Mark-ups are set internationally, 
not locally. That is, the mark-up on a par-
ticular item is the same in all Navy Ex-
changes, worldwide. 
Q. How is the Exchange able to offer lower 
prices? 
A . The Navy Exchange has all the business 
expenses of any store, utilities, stationery, 
payroll, etc.; but they do not pay rent, do not 
have an advertising budget, and do not pay 
the salaries of their Naval personnel. The 
Exchange also tokes advantage of consoli· 
dated buying; that is, the stores buy either 
regionally or nationally as a group so they 
can get lower prices by buying larger quan-
tities. 
Q. Why are some items cheaper in cammer· 
ical stores? 
A . Commercial outlets offer "loss leaders," 
items priced below cost to entice shoppers 
into the store, where they may buy other 
things as well. They may have reduced 
prices to clear out slow-moving stock, or 
may be selling last year's model at a dis-
count . They may be selling seconds, or ir-
regulars. They may have mode a special 
purchase, gotten a "good deal" from the 
manufacturer. Thus the Exchange cannot 
always have the lowest price on every item. 
Q. What about price and quality? Some of 
us would like to see more budget merchan-
dise, and some would like to see better qual-
ity goods. 
A . The Exchange does not sell seconds, and 
tries to ovoid poor workmanship in its 
merchandise. The decision on exactly what 
to stock in each store is made by that store' s 
buyers. If enough people wont an item it will 
be carried, if they let the Exchange know 
what they wont. There is a quality control 
system and when detective merchandise is 
returned, records are kept. Merchandise 
with a poor record will not be reordered . 
Communication is the key here. If we wont 
more or less of something we must let the 
Exchange know. 
Q. How can we communicate with the Ex -
change? 
A. The Exchange provides forms and boxes 
tor suggestions. Additionally, OSWC has a 
representative, Sue Edwards (373-7118), 
on the Navy Exchange Buying Council. 
(LCDR Jones emphasized that customer 
service and satisfaction are his main objec-
tives. He and his staff are most interested in 
customer recommendations.) 
Q. Why can't the Exchange sell certain 
items? 
A. The Exchange can sell only items au-
thorized by Congress. Some items, such as 
tires and washing machines, are authorized 
for overseas Exchanges only. Additiono~ly, 
Congress sets maximum wholesale prices 
for all authorized items. The Exchange can-
not stock items which have wholesale prices 
higher than those authorized. 
Other limitations are inventory dollars 
and space. There are a limited number of 
dollars which can be spent on inventory, so 
selection must be limited. LCDR Jones's pol-
icy is to concentrate on depth rather than 
selection . That means stocking fewer types 
or brands, but enough in the ones which are 
stocked so that they don't sellout in a week, 
leaving disappOinted patrons. 
The Exchange has limited space to dis-
play products. There are no plans for ex-
panding the Exchange due to the reduced 
enrollment at the Postgraduate School. 
Q. What happens to the prof;ts made by the 
Exchange? 
A . Profits are used to fund recreat ion pro-
grams, both those provided locally through 
Special Services, and worldwide in the form 
of movies, ships' libraries, etc. 
Q. What were the results of the recent 
gasoline station survey? 
A . The survey to see if patrons would prefer 
self-service gas pumps at lower prices indi-
cated that patrons prefer full service. LCDR 
Jones explained that a half -and-half si tua-
tion, port full service, and part self-service is 
not feasible. The savings would not be great 
enough to permit a reduction in gas prices . 
Another survey may be done in the future. 
Q. Are prices in the La Mesa convenience 
store different from those in the main Ex-
change? 
A. Prices should be the same in both stores. 
Remember, it's your Exchange. If you 
want changes, speak up. 0 
TREASURER'S REPORT 
GOVERHIHG BOARD 
Hovember 1, 1976 
Cash Balance30 September 1976$8777.12 
Income Month of October 394.75 
Disbursements Month of October 7312.29 
Leav;ng a Cash Balance of 1859.58 
Plus Savings 
Monterey Peninsula Federal 
Credit Union $2156.26 




Susan M. Edwards 
TOTAL 
Santo Claus, Kris Kring/e, Pere Noel . .. in all Ion· 
guages the old elf brings the same message of cheer 
for the world's children ! 
Treasurer 
OPEN A DOOR TO BETTER LIVING 
OR CLOSE 0 E WITH A GREATER PROFIT 
MAXWELLJ.FEUERMAN 
Realtor-Associate 
CATERI'-IC TO 'ILL YOUR REAL ESTATE NEEDS 
S.S. U H ETTE nEALTY 886 Alu'c,ro 51. !\Ionl('rc-y, Ca. 9~9"'O 
Tel f'ph o ll (," (1 .. 08) :n2-7777 1-101111 ' 624- 1970 
START HERE FOR YOUR 
Cr1RIST~.A.S 
GIFTS 
. Christmas Cards 
' Easels 
. Drawi ng Tables 
'Canvases 
·Lamps 
' Painting Sets 
·Fine Brushes 
. Silkscreen Sets 
. Picture Frames 
635 ABREGO AT CHURCH • MONTEREY 
TELEPHONE (408) 373-6101 Since 1898 
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INTERNATIONAL MESSAGE 
By Sandy Kolodziej 
John Kuchinski of the U.S.A . confers with Kodiar 
Sadgic of Turkey and Jose Rodriguer of Portugal, 
On the distoff side, Ter; Richardson of the U.S . chats 
with Noz; Sana;; Ford from Iron and Gulshoh Mirza 
from Saudi Arabia. 
Hind ond Saeed Mouwod of Saudi Arabia with their The International children's Christmas porty. 




CARPETS OR UPHOLSTERY? 
CALL ROTH 
• We specialize in cleaning oriental rugs and velvet upholstery. 
• Free estimates - Free pick-up and delivery. 
• Damage claims and restorations promptly handled. Rugs repaired. 
• Rugs cut and bound. 
• 10% military discount on all rug cleaning. 
• 20% additional discounti! you bring your cleaning to us and pick it up yourself . 




With Thanksgiving behind us and the 
Christmas holiday season almost upon us, 
John and I would like to wish each and every 
one of you a most happy holiday season. As 
the year ends and we count our mony bles~ 
sings, we treasure very much the friendships 
we have made and shared through the In~ 
temational Committee and look forward to 
the next six months as Chairmen . 
As many of you already know, our assis~ 
tants Bonnie and Mike Parrish will be leav-
ing'NPS in December. They take with them 
our sincere thanks and appreciation for 
their many efforts during the past six 
months . Fortunately for us, Sandy and Bill 
Houk have volunteered to beour assistants. 
They have been very active with the Inter-
national Committee and are well ac-
quainted with our many programs. Since 
Sandy and Bill will be leaving NPS in June, 
we are looking for another couple to assist 
us who would assume the chairmanship 
when our term expires. 
Let me remind all Internationals and 
sponsors that the Children's Christmas 
Party will be held an December 1 I from 1 :00 
to 2:30 p.m. in the Barbaro McNitt Ball-
room . Santa Claus will be there with gifts 
for the children and refreshments will be 
served. 
A number of sponsors will be leaving in 
December and many Internationals will be 
hoping to meet new American friends. For 
information on being a sponsor call me, 
Sandy Kolodziej, 649-0630.0 
Help wanted: Hard work, long hours, no 
salary ... BUT ... friendship, fulfillment 
and happy memories in abundance. The 
International Committee is in need of an 
Assistant Chairman ta work with the 
Chairman from December to June and 
then take over as chairman. An under-
standing husband is helpful, a degree in 
psychology would be useful, but interest 
in an appreciation of people is all that's 
really necessary. The chance to meet 
and work with people from so many dif-
ferent cultures is more than ample pay 
for all effort expended. If you think you 
meet these qualifications, please con-
tact Sandy Kolodziej . 
COMING EVENTS 
International Committee Children's 
Christmas Party 
December I 1, 1 :00-2:30 p.m. 
Barbaro McNitt Ballroom 
DON'T THROW 
THAT AWAY! 
Give it to the International Committee. 
We are in need of good, usable furniture 
for our International students while they 
and their families are in our country. Call 
Joan Smith, 649-4135. 
Mr. Robert Koplan, of Cormers CoHee Beans and 
Tea Leayes Shop discusses the proper way of brew-
ing coffee with CLASSMA TE Associate Editor Lori 
Johnson, International Adyisor Barbaro Taylor, and 
sponsor Allison Tibbits . 
Teo leayes of diHerent countries are tested and compared by Shoshanna Bar-Yenoshuo and Sarah loch of 
Israel, and Guzeen Eliatis and Sema Guder of Turkey . 
Gulshah Mirza of Saudi Arabia samples one of the 
special coffees prepared at the International Cof. 
fee . 
CoHee beans are roosted and ground in seyerol 
diHerent ways, as observed by Moria Ines MacKind-
ley of Spain , Bettina Flores of Venezuela, Ter; 
Richardson and Barbaro Ba"on of the U.S. 
Bettina Flores reads the CoHee Beans and Tea 
Leoyes manifesto. 
A liyely discussion as to the merits of Colombian 
Supremo ys Mocha Yemen coffee is conducted be-
tween Toni Mihok and Pat Beachy of the United 
States, and Moris Santillan of Argentino, among 
others. 
Voula Rapantizokis, Elizabeth Kyriazonos and Eri 
Sin;opou/os of Greece at the Coffee-CoHee. 
Belto Goncolo of Portugal samples Mocha Yemen 
coffee. 
Here's what some of the critics 
say about our food : 
"The Fortune CookIe serves some d the most careluly prepared and 
delicious Chinese dishes found on Itle Monterey P«IInsula. "-TIME OUT 
-~ wr.pped In bacon and ste-ed """Itll,..... rrushrooms II Trufy 
OeIoousl AlSo pralsewor1hy IS BeeI' ()lop Suey and lcNefy AImond Chtc-
ken. In addIbOn to the absokJte freshness 01 ead'I dish. !hey IM"'e 
vegetables noc otten encountered in Cttnese 000kI0g. Including Ir .... 
tomato and Itghtly cooked carrots - -MONTEREY PENINSULA REVIEW 
AJJthentlC Szec::nwan goufmet food 01'11\8 MonIerfl'l P .......... ' EJrC)hIIb" 
caly YES at the FORTUNE COOKJE Restaunant In Monterey "you'Ve 
never !ned ttws speoal cooIong (Iar more flavorsome ItIan .... ben.- known 
Cantonese). now you know where to find It. --GADABOUT 
Visit us and find out for yourself. 
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Ah, Christmas ... chestnuts roasting on an 
open fire ... bright twinkling lights on the 
tree ... the magic of that first 
snowfall ... Monterey, California ... 
Somehow, those last two phrases don't 
seem to fit together, do they? Ch, I'm not 
saying you can't have Christmas without 
snow - some of my happiest memories are 
from "green" Christmases - but "thinking 
white" never hurt! 
During the holidays last year, Lorry and I 
decided to toke a short trip in search of 
snow so Paul and Lady (and we!) could ploy 
in it and maybe even build a snowman or 
two. Armed with heavy coats, boots, and a 
ridiculous assortment of winter attire (you'd 
think we were going to the North PoieL we 
jumped into the cor and Singing "Jingle 
Bells" (well, maybe just me humming a little 
under my breath), left to find some "white 
stuH." 
Unfortunately, since the snowfall was 
light, we found molehills instead of moun-
tains of it, but despite the shortage, we had 
a wonderful time. 
If this December you feel you just can't 
bea·r seeing one more flower in bloom or 
temperatures in the 70's for a few days, here 
are some areas in California where you can 
travel to see winter at its best and frolic in 
the snow (tbe respective Chambers of 
Commerce promised they would have 
mounds of it, too, so never fear!) . 
Yosemite Notional Pork is a great place 
to visit and toke advantage of not only the 
fun but the added thrill of seeing some 
beautiful scenery. You will probably enter 
the pork by way of Stote Highway 140 and 
once there, let your imagination toke over. 
A stop at the Visitor Center in Yosemite 
Village might be well worth the time to see 
what activities are available (among others, 
skiing and snowshoeing) or if you hove any 
questions prior to your trip you con write to 
the Superintendent, Box 577, Yosemite No-
tional Pork, California 95389. For those of 
you who wish to stay in the park for a few 
days, there are several hotels and lodges in 
the volley and throughout the park - a call 
to the Yosemite Lodge and Cabins Reserva-
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By Mary Mitchell 
tion Center is a very good idea to be sure 
you have accommodations instead of being 
disappointed once you arrive. The number 
is (209) 372-4611, Ext. 211. Compers can 
stay ot one of three campgrounds open all 
year: North Pines, Upper Pines (pets ore 
accepted here) and Lower Pines - reserva-
tions are not needed . 
About 50 miles south, but not accessi-
ble from the pork since T ualumne Pass is 
closed in winter, is Mammoth Mountain Ski 
Area. Located a few miles off U .S. H ighway 
395, it is a skier's delight with a vast number 
of runs and facilities that include rental 
shops, repair shops and sports shops. Ski 
lessons are available. Much of the Mam-
moth Ranger District Notional Forest land is 
open to snowmobiling; however, I could not 
find out if yau hod to own one or if any were 
available to rent . If you're interested in find-
ing out, you can either write to Mammoth 
Mountain Ski Area, Box 24, Mammoth 
Lakes , California 93546 or co11 (714) 
934-2571. 
Since we're not skiers and got to Mam-
moth rather late in the afternoon, we merely 
drove through the parking area leading to 
the lifts but did toke a turn-off to see a rather 
impressive (and frightening) earthquake 
fault located on a road approximately one-
half mile from the ski lifts. Shou'd you core 
to view thiS, PLEASE be careful! There is no 
constructed walkway leading to it. You walk 
a short distance through the snow to find it, 
and it is on unforgettable sight. Although a 
guard roil surrounds it, caution must be ex-
ercised so either keep on eye or a leash on 
your little ones! The Mammoth Accommo-
dation Center, (714) 934-6262, handles re-
servations for any kind of lodging you pre-
fer. Unfortunately, we failed to see or hear 
of any campgrounds in the area. 
U.S. Highway 50 from Sacramento leads 
you to a family playground with plenty of 
activities sure to please everyone. South 
Lake Tahoe and winter recreation are 
synonymous. In addition to downhill skiing 
(22 ski resorts within a SO-mile radius of the 
city) and cross-country skiing, you can 
Mar y, Lorr y, Paul and Lady Mitch ell fi nd the snow! 
enjoy winter fishing (0 current California or 
Nevada license may be used for fishing in 
Lake Tahoe), ice skating and snowmobil-
ing . Taking a sleigh ride might be great fun 
or just visit one of three snow ploy areas 
(Hansen's Place and Busy Bee Hill; Old 
MacDonald's Farm; and Winter Wonder-
land - all located in South Lake Tahoe) 
and have a good old-fashioned snowball 
fight, build a snowman or perhaps take part 
in any fun programs that may be planned at 
the areas. 
There are vocation accommodations to 
suit every taste and every pocketbook. To 
get motel reservations at South Lake 
Tahoe, call (BOO) 648-3333, toll free. 
Campgrounds range from semi-primitive 
(piped water and restrooms) to fully de-
veloped and are located all around the Lake 
Tahoe Basin. Two of them along the south 
shore are: South Lake Tahoe City 
Campground, Rufus Allen Boulevard , 
95705, (916) 541-4611 - showers and 
restrooms, no hookups; and Tahoe Volley 
Campground, located off Highway SO on 
"C" Street, 95731 , (916) 541-2222 -
showers and rest rooms, laundry facilities 
and full hookups. 
Once the kids have been fed and put to 
bed, the grownups might want a night on 
the town . Most motels {and I'm sure 
campgrounds) have boby sitters available 
for a price. Restaurants are plentiful and 
cater to most everyone's tastes. Entertain-
ment is the finest (Helen Reddy will be at the 
Sahara Tahoe from December 24-30; Moe 
Davis is at Harrah's from December 23 
through January 2) and reservations are re-
commended. 
On our way home going south on U.S. 
Highway 395, we passed through the town 
of Lone Pine. From here, a side rood leads to 
Mt. Whitney, the highest point in California 
(14,494 feet), and we toyed with the idea of 
taking just one more side trip. Lucky for us, 
we decided to and found what we hod been 
looking for all along. The higher we drove, 
the more beautiful it become. When we fi-
nally found the "perfect spot" where we 
could have some fun and toke our annual 
Christmas picture, we could hardly wait to 
pull on boots and get coats and mittens on. 
The scenery was breathtaking - snow still 
hung on tree branches and the area was 
engulfed in that silence that only occurs 
when snow falls. We thoroughly enjoyed 
ourselves and when it was time to leave, we 
were sorry. (To be fair to you, I feel I must 
say that although Mt. Whitney is lovely, it's 
not a good ideo to plan a trip to go just 
there; however, as a side trip, it's ideal. I 
would also like to mention that we found 
what we believe is the best route to and from 
Mammoth and Mt. Whitney: toke U.S. 
Highway 101 south to Paso Robles, there 
go east on State Rood 46 to State Rood 99, 
south through Bakersfield to State Rood 58, 
east to State Rood 14 and north to U.S. 395. 
Sounds complicated? Just take a look at a 
California rood map, and I think you'll agree 
there's no other way!) 
We returned completely wrapped up in 
the Christmas spirit and were glad to have 
hod the opportunity to toke such a wonder-
ful trip. 
If you decide to visit any of the places I 
have described and have any questions, do 
give me a call (375-9730) . I have a good 
deal of literature and will try to help jf I can. 
Have a wonderful holiday season. No 
matter where you are, as long as you're with 
peaple you love, every day is special. So 
now, from my family to yours, a very Merry 
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LITTLE 
TIIATRI 
By Linda Crow 
They've done it again folks!!! The cost 
and crews of the Little Theatre's fall produc-
tion, "Catch Me if You Can," were fantas-
tic!!! . 
"Catch Me if You Can" is a mystery in 
three act s adopted by Weinstock and GI-
bert.lt's a psychological thriller replete with 
humor and intrigue which culminates in a 
surprise ending a 10 Hitchcock. 
Don Porter, the director, masterfully 
handled this fast-moving ploy. He staged 
the play so as to achieve the most visual 
variety while using a single set. And that 
all-important ingredient, the timing, was 
perfectly conceived and paced. 
The cost was superlative!!! Michael Scal-
lorns in the demanding role as Daniel Car-
bon was on the stage for almost the entire 
ploy and turned in a remarkable perfor-
mance. Ed Mohon playing the irascible, 
perceptive Inspector Levine mode the 
character so believable that this reviewer 
wonders if he perhaps sidelights in private 
life as a sleuth! ! Mercedes McCloskey Carro 
as Elizabeth Carbon gave a spirited profes-
sional performance in her most difficult role 
as "pretend" wife. 
Sidney, the ebullient delicatessen owner, 
as played by Judith A. Smith, was a delight. 
She evoked some of the humorous mo-
ments of the show with amazing skill. Red 
Layton as the phony "man of the cloth," 
Father Kelleher, turned in yet another of the 
fine performances he has been noted for 
over the years with Little Theatre. (He also 
designed and supervised the construction 
of the flawless set!) 
Not to be outdone, Alyce Austin playing 
Mrs. Porker and Joy E. Turner as Everett 
Parker were yet two more bright spots in a 
truly sterling production! 
So-o -o-o, will this active, productive 
group called Little Theatre sit bock and rest 
on their laurels?!? You can bet they won't . 
Plans are already underway for the spring 
musical to be presented in March. Anyone 
interested in helping with this production, 
please contact the capable president of lit-
tle Theatre, Greg Bradford at 649-4782. Be-
lieve me, there is a job for everyone no mot-
ter where your talents lie ..... and it's fun 
tooH! ! 
On behalf of all the members of little 
Theatre, I wont to wish you the merriest of 
holiday seasons! And, make a New Year's 
resolution to check out Little Theatre in 
1977!!'!D 
An Ode to Finals 
0, Dreaded one of the end of the quarter, 
We tremble and quake at the thought of your power. 
Your purpose in life is to act as a sorter 
Of weB-studied and not, in just one short hour. 
0, Final revealer of aB that we know 
About dynamics, equations, vectors and men, 
We work very hard so we'll be able to show 
That we can bottle with you and win in the end . 
You float in on wings of silence and dread. 
The hours we spend awaiting your game 
Are filled with block coffee, piled popers, no bed. 
But soon it is over; we relax once again . Carolyn Quinn 
REAL ESTATE 
THINKING OF BUYING OR SELLING? 
Arndt Associates handles property through-
out the entire Monterey Peninsula. If you're 
thinking of buying, selling, or investing why not 
call or visit our offices centrally located on 
beautiful Lake EI Estero? 





550 Camino EI Estero 
Monterey, Ca. (408) 373-4477 
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By Barbaro Taylor 
Would you like to do something different 
th is year? Try moiling your Christmas cards 
next July, with or without a newsletter, but 
with a personal note on each. I finally got 
around to mailing our 1974 Christmas cards 
last summer. They hod been ordered just 
before we left Washington and were im-
printed with our new N.P.5. address. The 
results of the slightly delayed mailing were 
better than I hod hoped for . Not only did I 
hear from friends who hadn 't written in 
years, but feel ing somewhat less pressed 
before Christmas, I spent some time in the 
kitchen preparing gifts for special people. 
There is hardly a nicer gift than a good 
homemade fruitcake. In answer to several 
requests, I am including a recipe for one that 
I can recommend on two counts. One, it 
requires no baking, and two, it is just pocked 
with delicious, nafural ingredients - no 
preservatives! 
NO-BAKE FRUITCAKE 
1 pound pitted dates 
1 pound dried apricots, soak in woter 30 
minutes; then drain (Save the water to mix 
frozen orange juice) 
1 cup seedless raisins 
2 clJps walnuts 
1 cup unblanched almonds 
2 cups sunflower seeds 
1 large orange, washed, cut into eighths 
and seeded 
1 cup currants 
2 cups unsweetened coconut shreds (I used 
sweetened) 
1 tsp. cinnamon 
3Tbsp. lemon juice 
Y3 cup honey 
y. cup sesame seeds, toosted 20 minutes in 
a 200 degree F. oven 
1. Force the dried fruits, nuts and orange 
sections alternately through a food chopper 
or grinder, using a coarse blade. (By alter-
nating the dried fruits, nuts and orange sec-
tions as they go into the grinder, it will re-
quire less mixing and will prevent the fruit 
from becoming toa sticky.) Include sun-
flower seeds with nuts. 
2. Add currants, coconut shreds, cinna-
mon, and lemon juice to ground mixture and 
mix thoroughly, blend in honey. 
3. Pack mixture firmly into a 9-inch oiled 
loaf pon, or smaller containers such as muf-
fin tins or individual bread pans. Cover with 
sesame seeds and refrigerate overnight to 
chill thoroughly before serving. This fruit-
cake will keep for three to four weeks if 
stored in the refrigerator . 
An oatmeal box, covered with pretty 
wropping P9per and hned with a plastic 
bag, makes an attractiv.e container for 
homemade granola . My most frequently 
used recipe is nutritious and tasty, uses no 
exotic ingredients, and best of aU, is inex-
pensive. 
HOMEMADE BREAKFAST MIX 
(FAMILY FODDER) 
1 Y2 cups packed brown sugar 
YJ cup water 
6 cups rolled oats 
I jar ( 11-12 ounces) wheat germ 
1 Y2 cups bran 
1 cup coconut flakes 
~ tsp. salt 
1 cup vegetable oil 
1 tsp. each vanilla and almond flavoring (or 
SAN DIEGO BOUND? 
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If you are considering a home purchase. contact 
J OHN G. TILLSON OR STAN NEANDE R 
"Dedicated to serving service families ' real estate needs" 
KIRCHNER REAL TV' 
7311 Claire mont Mesa Blvd. 
San Diego, Calif. 92111 
CALL COLLECT 714-292-4040 
aU vanilla), golden raisins or other dried 
fruit . 
I . Dissolve sugar in water in saucepan. 
Boil I minute. Add oil. Cool slightly, then 
add flavorings. 
2. Mix dry ingredients thoroughly, except 
fruit . 
3. Pour liquid aver dry mixture and blend 
well . 
4. Put into 2 greased, large baking pans. 
Spread evenly. Bake in preheated 2250 
oven, stirring from time to time, 1 Y2 to 2 
hours, or until cereal is dry and golden. 
5. Cool, then odd the dried fruit . Do not 
hurry this by baking at a higher tempera-
ture, since the cereal will burn easily. 
While searching through the miscellane-
ous section of my recipe file for hot bever-
age mixes, I rediscovered these mixed herb 
seasonings. 
HERBS FOR SALADS 
1 tsp. seasoned pepper 
2 Tbsp. dried parsley flakes 
t Tbsp. each: dried marjoram leaves, sea-
soned salt, chives, basil, celery seed, dill 
weed . 
Mix all ingredients and crush lightly, if 
desired . Store tightly sealed in cool, dry 
place. Makes about Y3 cup. 
HERBS FOR FISH 
1 tsp. dried chives 
1 Tbsp. each thyme and marjoram leaves 
2 Tbsp. dried parsley 
1 Tbsp. grated lemon rind 
1 Tbsp. each celery seed and dried savory 
I bay leaf , crushed. 
Mix together and crush lightly, if desired. 
Good on baked or broiled fish . Makes YJ 
cup. 
HERBS FOR CHICKEN 
1 tsp. each, white pepper and ground sage 
1 Tbsp. each, dried oregano, marjoram, 
thyme leaves and crushed dried rosemary 
2 Tbsp. dried parsley flakes 
1 Tbsp. each, celery salt and ginger 
INDIAN CURRY POWDER 
This blend came from Mme Gupta, wife 
of an Indian diplomat. It is a basic mild curry 
powder formula, but you can control the 
hotness. 
1 Tbsp. turmeric 
2 Tbsp. ground coriander 
1 Tbsp. cumin 
1 Tbsp. chili powder (vary this according to 
how hot you like your curry.) 
Dash allspice powder 
These blends may be placed in small bat-
tles, or for a more unusual gift container, 
place in small cotton bogs lined with plastic 
and tied with yarn . 
Continued on page 26 
Early in December, and probably even 
before, the thoughts of all chi ldren turn 
naturally to the goodies they plan to receive 
over the holidays, and the thoughts of par-
ents turn alternatively to shopping and bill 
paying. Obviously the ideal to be striven for 
is toys that will delight their recipients, 
sa tisfy their givers, and yet not bankrupt the 
purchaser. 
Recently my children and I visited a won-
derfully unique shop in Carmel where all the 
abave criteria can be met . Every toy in the 
shop can be guaranteed to please, to last, 
and to merit every penny spent on it. The 
Learning Company, on Junipero and 5th in 
Carmel, is on exciting experience for any-
one, parent or child - a magic gate to a 
state of being where no one is older than 
ten! 
Another aspect of the Learning Company 
is that it is not just a store, but also a com-
muni ty center. Classes and programs are 
offered for children of all ages, and by that I 
mean up to 30+ . Films and short instruc-
tional courses on the culture and folklore of 
the Indian and Eskimo peoples, workshops 
What could be mare ;ny;ting than a tree house? 
on drama and crofts for older children, and 
a weekly li terature and music program for 
preschoolers ore only a few of the projects 
on the agenda over the post few months. 
My two children and lore regular mem-
bers of the preschool music and reading 
program in the shop on Friday mornings. 
The accompanying pictures go a long way 
toward telling the story of this very worth-
while activity. One thing they cannot reall y 
adequately convey, however, is the feeling 
of warmth, caring, and acceptance that 
abounds at the Learning Company. The 
first day of the program was also the first 
time my children had been in the shop. Im-
mediately they went berserk, racing around, 
rebounding off the walls, pulling down 
One could get lost in here foreyer! It is a yeritable 
gold mine of fun ! 
everything in sight. I was commencing to 
feel extremely humiliated, and to wonder if I 
would ever be able to toke any pictures in all 
the commotion, but then I realized that 
David Schwartz, the store's owner, and 
"Sunshine" the "story lady," weren't as 
These puppets and pull tays are just waiting for a boy 
or girl to bring them to life. 
concerned as I was. Their philosophy is that 
the toys are for children, and it is only 
natural that they should wont to handle and 
explore them. They are free to do just that. 
The atmosphere is so relaxed, friendly, and 
respectful of children's natures that their 
explorations in turn toke on a gentle, re-
spectful nature, opening the way for a real 
learning experience to occur. It is worth it for 
the parents , too, just to wa tch the change 
toke place. 
Watching their children is not the only 
treat in store for parents at the Learning 
Company either. Just about every book im-
aginable that deals with living with children 
is available at the shop, as are periodic 
workshops and discussion .groups on the 
subject . In addition, many resource materi- ... 
als familiar to teachers, but equally benefi-
cial to parents are stocked. Games, kits, and 
yes, even toys, are just as alluring, and just 
as available for experimentation to parents 
as to their children. 
If you are looking for a place to complete 
lost-minute Christmas shopping for the 




We at The Learning 
Company believe our 
educational matenals, 
books , records and 
toys for learning are gifts that allow 
the giver a share in the future of the 
child. 
Christmas is also a time to be closer; 
an educational toy brings you into the 
child 's world & helps apen the door to 
your world for him or her. 
~• THE LEARNING COMPANY ~_. 5th & Junis*o '. C."".I, Calif, . . . . 
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for an excuse to step out of the role of 
provider and bock into your own childhood 
during this season, I urge you to toke the 
drive to Carmel and discover the Learrnng 
Company for yourself! 0 
Continued from poge 24 
It was sheer dumb luck that I finally found 
the hot beverage mixes under BEVER-
AGES! I could hove looked there in the first 
place, but it was just too logical. 
HOT MOCHA MIX 
1 cup unsweetened cocoa 
2 cups sugar 
2 cups non-fat dry milk powder 
2 cups dry non-dairy creamer 
Y2 cup instant coffee 
1 vanilla bean, cut in Quarters 
1. Combine and blend all ingredients 
thoroughly. 
2 . Pock into attractive jars with a piece of 
vanilla bean in each. Store in refrigerator 
one week for flavor blending . 
3. Use 3 level Tablespoons for each 6 
ounces of boilir.g water . Top with marsh-
ma1low or whipped cream. 
ORANGE FLAVORED BREAKFAST 
TEA 
Blend together; 
1/2 cup instant teo 
1/2 cup Tang 
Add 1 tablespoon to each cup of boiling 
water 
A drink that carollers will welcome is; 
LEMON MULLED WINE 
In a large pot combine 1 can frozen lem-
monade concentrate with 2 tablespoons 
honey. Add a heavy handed dash of doves 
and nutmeg (no cinnamon!) and a bottle of 
red or rose wine. Warm slowly to simmer 
and pour into mugs. 
As Charlie Brown said, " Christmas is the 
joy of giving, but getting is pretty good, 
too! " 
Have an old fashioned - Christmas, that 
is.LJ 
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A musical top is on unending source 01 pleasure even 
to these children 01 the mechanical age. 
Children's books lor every toste, and all ready to be 
looked ot. 
,., w,bltu .. t C"IJ 
( lkh",J M o"lury POll Offi,r l 
SERVICES 
Ne w Goodyear Tires 
Recapping - 1 Day Service 
Wheel Balancing , 
Front Alignment and Service 
Brake Service 
Muffler and Toil Pipe Service 
CHILDREN'S SHOE SPECIALISTS 
For Very Wide Feet We Siock to EEE 
For Very Narrow Feel We Stock to AM 




W.th Th is Ad 
S I 00 off to Military on 1 sl pair 
of leathe r shoes for children 






TIRES . TUBES· BATTERIES 
20,000 Mile Guarantee Recapping 
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The members of NE-62 hove been car-
ousing frequently lately. They ottended a 
performance at California's First Theater 
and led the jeers and cheers. Cathy and 
Michael DALEY planned the evening which 
also included dinner at the Cellor and des-
sert at the Ooley's. John and Morybeth 
PRIESEL hosted the Halloween porty wh;ch 
saw a flasher, an SR-56, a shower, and Dr. 
Spock bobb;ng for apples w;th a bog of 
M&M's; a couple of Mouseketeers, a goy 
devil and a pumpkin! The wives have en-
joyed luncheons at the Harbinger and at 
Cathy DALEY's home. Thanksgiving sow 
most of the section traveling - to Lake 
Tahoe, Seattle, L.A. and Son [);ego. NE-62 
wishes everyone a Merry Christmas and a 
Happy New Year.O 
The CEC Officers and their wives put their 
minds and hands together for a 1st prize in 
Advanced Sand Box category at the Carmel 
Annual Sand Castle Building Contest. Their 
entry was a replica of Herrmann Hall. Broce 
LEMON, B;II OBERLIN, and Gory KOEPP 
were the 0 in C and inspectors for the pro-
ject. The wives put the finishing touches on 
the "landscaping" Larry and Ann 
MYERS, Undo & Ken KELLY, and Dove & 
Carolyn NASH planned on evening at the 
ploy "Catch Me If You Can" w;th Crob 
Night dinner at the Club beforehand . 
Hidden Valley Music Seminars, the Mon-
terey Peninsula's professional opera com-
pany, will open its new season on 8 January 
1977, with Puccini's "la Boheme." Per-
formed in on informal in-the-round theater 
in Carmel Volley, with all productions pre-
sented in English, the Hidden Volley 
ensemble's stagings provide the opportun-
ity for military families in the area to experi-
ence some of the most exciting and enjoy-
able opera proouctions being presented by 
any company. Other operas this season will 
be the premiere performance of Conrad 
Suso's "Transformations," opening on 25 
February 77; Benjamin Britten's "The Turn 
of the Screw" (based on the Henry James 
psychological thriller) opening 29 April 77; 
and Verdi's "Falstaff" which will open on 27 
May 1977. 
Season tickets ore available now for 
$24 .00 per person for the four opera sea-
son. Further information is available from 
the Hidden Volley ficke" office, tele . 
649-3117 or 659-3115, or you may w,;te 
Hidden Volley Music Seminars, P.O. Box 
116, Carmel Volley, Co. 93924. M;I;tory 
couples who are interested in becoming 
more actively involved are encouraged ta 
join the Friends of Hidden Volley, a group 
recently organized to support the company 
in a more direct way. Yearly membership in 
the " Friends" is $10.00 per individual or 
$15.00 per couple. Membership informa-
tion is available from leOl Jerry Doven-
port, SBHAH, Fort Ord , 242-6620 or 
242-4170.0 
GRIFFITH'S UNFINISIIED FURNITURE 
829 BROADWAY SEASIDE • 394-6301 
BABY CHANGER 
., CAPTAINS CHESTIBED 
CAMPAIGN FURNITURE 
TALL CHESTS 
DOUBLE PEDESTAL DESK 
FREE DELIVERY UPRIGHT STEREO CABINETS HARD AND SOFT WOODS 
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Wives guided tour 
By Jac kie Hontz 
The OSWC held its annual Wives' Tour of 
the Navol Postgraduate School on October 
28 . About fifty wives gathered on the Quar-
terdeck of Herrmann Hall for a tour which 
included the Barbaro McNitt Ballroom, 
Sponogel, Root, Halligan and Ingersoll 
Hall s. We fini shed up ot the home of 
RADM. and Mrs . Isham linder where re-
fre shments were served by the OSWC 
Board members. 
JOSN Stacie Mosher did a marvelous job 
of showing us the school and relating the 
histo ry of both the old Del Monte Hotel and 
the Noval Postgraduate School itself . 
Not even walking up the five flights of 
stai rs to the Herrmann Hall tower because 
of a broken elevator caused any com-
plaints, probably because the trek took us 
through the BOQ' Once at the top, the 
dear day aHorded us a magnificent view of 
the entire Monterey Peninsula . Everyone 




To Wash., D.C.-Maryland-Virginia 
WOULD YOU LIKE SOME 
ADVANCE INFORMATION? 
We have 19 Offices to Help You , 
and 5 Relocation Services 
WRITE OR CALL COLLECT 
Charlotte & Ron Miscavich 
A Military Family (USCG) 
COLQUITT-CARRUTHERS, INC. 
FREE STATE MALL 
BOWIE, M.D. 20715 
301 -262-6100 
301 -464-0333 (Res.) 
REALTORS 
dbi 
New Brides' Coffee 
By Janet Schwenke 
I must admit that from the time I heard 
there was such a thing, I have been curious 
to see what a New Brides Coffee was like. 
Since I was a relatively "old" bride by the 
time my husband joined the Navy, I was 
never privileged to attend such an orienta-
tion session (and I hod to cringe at the many 
deprecatory statements made there about 
"marrying an ensign and having a couple of 
kids right away"). Anyway, in October I 
used my position as Editor and photo-
grapher for CLASSMATE as a ticket to the 
New Brides Coffee sponsored by OSWC 
and hasted by RADM and Mrs. Linder. 
It has been claimed that the institution of 
marriage is on the wane, but that could not 
be proved by the turnout at the coffee. 
Seven new brides, ranging in experience 
from one to 11 months, representing many 
areas of the United States and two foreign 
countries, gathered to discuss their particu-
lar situations with each other and some sea-
soned veterans of the matrimonial state~ 
RADM Linder was on hand to greet the 
guests, and he delivered a short talk on life 
in the Navy in general and at the Post-
graduate School in particular before his 
wark called him away. 
Then the field was left open to the ladies, 
and a very for-reaching and illuminating 
discussion followed. The inevitable topics of 
moves and deployments came up and were 
laid to rest (literally, when OSWC adviser 
Maxine Sagehorn in an hilarious metaphor 
l ikened the practice of seeing off a 
husband's ship to attending a funeral). A 
rather surprising and interesting sidelight of 
this discussion was the subject of guns -
specifically, whether wives should have 
them for protection while their husbands are 
at sea. Predictably, strong feelings were ex-
pressed on both sides of this issue. 
"Old wives' tales" that had bothered the 
new wives were brought up and in most 
cases discounted by the old hands. One 
rumor in particular that one wife had heard 
caused uproarious laughter, especially 
from Mrs. Linder. This rumor had it that in 
the case of waiting lines for the bathroom 
stalls, senior officers' wives always had pre-
cedence! The thing that had concerned the 
new bride was how to tell which were which~ 
Calling cords, white gloves, houseclean-
ing and the vagaries of detailers all were 
discussed during the course of the evening. 
By the time everyone left to go home, the 
atmosphere was very relaxed, worm, and I 
hope, reassuring to the new brides present 
that we Navy wives are just about like all 
wives everywhere - a group of unique indi-
vidual human beings.O 
to ilitary Services Realty Inc. 
"We Specialize in Smice to Military Falllilies " 
~ 
• 
HAVE ALL THE ANSWERS TO YOUR HOUSING NEEDS BEFORE YOU ARRIVE! 
25th, 26th & 27th 
of January, 1977 
Bring your qmtions and Yisit thell 
Call Collect or Write: 
MONTEREY 
at the ROYAL INN 
from 9 3.m. until 11 
For advance ,nformahon or to arrange a personal appointment. CLIP AND MAIL DON LENESKI 
OR 
----------------------DENNIS BURGMAN 
5541 Parliament Drive 
Suite 205 
Virginia Beach, Va. 
23462 










I am interested in making an appointment 
Date Time ____ _ 
Please send FREE brochures 0 
My family consists of spouse 0 and children. 
I prefer to locate in Virginia Beach 0 Norfolk 0 
Chesapeake 0 0 (other) 
I PRICE RANGr::.E ____________ _ 
I NAME RANK __________ __ 
I ADDRESS CITY _______ _ 












FREE HOME PRESENTATION 
WITHOUT OBLIGATION 
YOUR CULLIGAN MAN 
WANTS YOU 
TO HAVE A SOFTER LIFE 
NO CHARGE FOR 
MINIMUM INSTALLATION 




WE'RE THE SOFTIES 
" BRAND NEW" 
DRINKING WATER 
BUY OR RENT 
CONTRACTORS LICENSE #286516 
